phetairos
Trusted partner for
pharma & life sciences

People make organisations successful
Are your leaders demonstrating the skills required?
Do your teams work effectively together?
Are you getting the most out of your partnerships?
How agile is your organisation?

Contact us to ﬁnd out more about our
FREE diagnostic ‘ Powered by People’

Phetairos’ Life Science Leadership is all about developing
the capabilities & behaviours of people
We can build the skills you need to maximise
partnerships & collaborations
We can help you understand organisational
culture & build transformational leadership
We can provide experiential learning
that builds trust, collaboration and
delivery focus
We can provide individual proﬁling, 360
survey and coaching support

Team work is fundamental to projects & delivery
Do you have teams that don’t communicate well, are
duplicating work and / or fail to make decisions?
We were approached by an international team that had
been debating a decision for 6 months. We took the team
through a trust building exercise as well as guiding
them through a properly stepped decision process.
They resolved the issue that had seemed messy and
difﬁcult to resolve - in 3 hours! We also facilitated
some key discussions to help them deﬁne new
ways of operating – they went on to become a
much higher performing unit.

Enhanced decision making

Increased trust

Greater clarity & commitment

Agility & Innovation are key in this industry
Does your organisation fail to embrace change? Have you
tried and failed to implement even small process changes?
After 18 months of failed change activities, we were approached to help an R&D leadership team turn around
their organisational transformation. We embarked on a
series of activities to clarify roles, deliver a change
leadership training programme and develop communication plans, which included the need for
small focus groups. They subsequently delivered
over 100 change actions over the next 12 months.

Greater engagement

Impactful communications

Better problem solving

Authentic & mobile leadership makes the difference
Do your leaders struggle to provide honest feedback, facilitate
critical decisions or create the right team environment?.
An area sales team was coasting along and unable to improve. We ran a team session where the area sales manager and the sales executives exchanged honest feedback. We surfaced unspoken and unaddressed needs
that were holding them back and helped the sales
manager adapt his natural ‘policing’ style to one
with more coaching and support. The team rose
in the national rankings!

Leader as coach

Giving honest feedback

Greater team participation

Partnerships that deliver
Is lack of accountability and conﬂict rife in alliances or outsourcing partnerships? Is blame the norm?
A major EU Pharma was overseeing dysfunctional, badly
performing trials and increasingly hostile dealings with
CROs. We helped design a new relationship management process and build commitment to it across the
business. This ensured stronger internal alignment
and f requent health checking. These began to
smooth the path of the many partnerships, current and new.

Greater alignment

Open contracting

Reviewing performance together

What could we help you achieve?

Inspiring Leadership:

Team effectiveness:

Your leaders will develop the talent and
teams of the future through their adaptive
style and coaching skills.
They will set the direction, inspiring others
to commit to their vision and shared goals.
They will create the right environment for
teams to thrive and to remove organisational boundaries.

Your teams will build rapidly into interdependent high performing units.
Teams will fully own the business objectives and pursue them with more rigour
and engagement.
Colleagues will proactively ﬁnd solutions to
overcome barriers to problem solve and
innovate.

Organisational agility:

Strong Partnerships:

Create internal expertise in leading and
delivering change, from the large to the
small.
Leaders and teams will have clarity of
purpose and commit to making it happen.
The ‘way things are done around here’ ﬁt
with the strategy and vision of the company.

Create a culture where partnering is “what
we do”
Equip people with the skills to embrace
difference, effectively manage conﬂict and
deliver business value beyond a deal.
Enhance performance management of
partnerships to maximise portfolio value.

Phetairos skills and expertise
Our network members have all achieved high levels of
success within the Biopharmaceutical sector, holding
senior positions across core functions and are scientists
by training. They have direct experience of the challenges the industry faces and have worked across start-ups,
to large pharma, as well as the wider healthcare
sector. This means that, in close collaboration with
you, we will design and deliver programmes speciﬁcally addressed to your needs to help your
organisation’s people to drive success.

Get in touch - Claude Houet
Telephone: +49 (0) 172 6340202
Email: projects@phetairos.com

www.phetairos.com

